
This supplementary leaflet (‘this leaflet’) only provides case studies, with hypothetical product 
offerings, to explain some key features of ManuGlobal Saver as well as our administrative service. 
This leaflet should be read in conjunction with the product leaflet of ManuGlobal Saver 
(‘Product Leaflet’), which will give you more details about this product including the ‘Important 
Information’ showing the product risks. 

Ivy is a 35-year-old project manager and the mother of a 3-year-old daughter, Emily. She wants 
to send Emily overseas to continue her education when she is older and therefore, she takes up 
ManuGlobal Saver with a single premium of HKD 500,000 to prepare for Emily’s overseas 
education fund with herself as the policyowner and life insured. 

15 years later, Emily is graduated from secondary school and she wants to pursue her university 
education in the United Kingdom. Thus, Ivy wants to exercise the currency switch option at 
age 50 to change her policy currency to another currency (‘currency switch’), that is changing 
from Hong Kong Dollar (HKD) to British Pound Sterling (GBP) (see notes 1 and 2). 

Case 1

Case studies



provided by ManuGlobal XYZ. The choices of policy currency available for currency switch may be more or less 
than those available before the currency switch.

Assuming the designated plan we determined for Ivy’s currency switch request at that time is  
ManuGlobal XYZ (see note 1), in which the choice of policy currency available for currency switch 

Scenario A (ManuGlobal XYZ is the designated plan 
determined by us)

Existing plan

ManuGlobal Saver

Designated plan

ManuGlobal XYZ

Does the designated plan offer currency 
switch option?

Yes, similar to ManuGlobal Saver, ManuGlobal XYZ 
but the choice 

of  policy currencies available for currency 
switch is different (may be more or less)

Alternatively, assuming the designated plan we determined for the currency switch request at that 
time is another whole-life participating savings insurance plan, namely Saving Plan B (see note 1). 

Scenario B (A plan without currency switch option is the 
designated plan determined by us)

Existing plan

ManuGlobal Saver

Designated plan

Saving Plan B No, Saving Plan B does not offer currency 
switch option

Does the designated plan offer currency 
switch option?

further change the policy currency of her policy.

What could be the designated plan determined by us when Ivy 
makes a currency switch request to change the policy currency
to GBP?



*Value is based on the illustrative exchange rate of HKD 1 : GBP 0.1. The illustrative exchange rate used is for your reference only. The actual exchange rate 
applicable will be the prevailing currency exchange rate at the time of exercising the currency switch option as determined by us from time to time at our sole 

currency switch is equivalent to that in HKD before currency switch, while the amount of guaranteed cash 
value (in HKD equivalent) and non-guaranteed terminal bonus (see note 3) (in HKD equivalent) has been 
adjusted (may be higher or lower or the same) compared with that in HKD before the currency switch. The 

The projection of future policy values will be determined (may be higher or lower) based on factors including 
but not limited to projected investment return and asset values of the underlying portfolio of assets of the 
designated plan (GBP version). 

Guaranteed Cash Value Non-guaranteed 
Terminal Bonus Total Surrender Value

As at effective date of the currency switch (Before currency switch)

Policy Currency in HKD

HKD 516,782HKD 489,725 HKD 1,006,507

Guaranteed Cash Value Non-guaranteed 
Terminal Bonus Total Surrender Value

As at effective date of the currency switch 

Policy Currency in GBP

The HKD equivalent 
amount could be higher 
than,  lower than or 
equal to HKD 489,725 
(i.e. amount before 
currency switch)

The HKD equivalent 
amount could be higher 
than, lower than or 
equal to HKD 516,782 
(i.e. amount before 
currency switch)

GBP 100,561*
(HKD 1,006,507)

Despite what designated plan we determine for Ivy’s currency switch request, the change in policy 

What will happen to the policy values when Ivy exercises the 
currency switch option at age 50?

・ Scenarios A and B are illustrated for your reference only. The corresponding policy values varies 

exercising the currency switch option, the notional amount, premiums due and payable (if any), 
projected policy values will be determined and adjusted by us and may be higher or lower than the 
corresponding values before the currency switch. Before you exercise the currency switch 
option, you should consider whether the designated plan and future policy values suit 
your needs, based on the information of the designated plan and illustration of future 
policy values we provide upon your request. 

・ If you are holding a ManuGlobal Saver policy and in case your chosen currency is unavailable due 
to the applicable laws and regulations (e.g. demonetization) at the time of exercising currency 
switch option, you can still exercise the currency switch option by choosing another currency that 

available currency. A designated plan determined by us will be available in your new chosen currency.



Notional Amount (100%)

Guaranteed Cash Value

Before policy split
Isabelle’s policy (Policy A)

USD 200,000

USD 203,708

USD 530,344

USD 734,052

Non-guaranteed Terminal Bonus

Total Surrender Value

Isabelle’s policy (Policy A)
(Retirement fund)

Isabelle’s split policy (Policy B)
(Travel fund)

USD 80,000Notional 
Amount (40%)

Notional 
Amount (60%) USD 120,000

USD 81,483 USD 122,225Guaranteed 
Cash Value

Guaranteed 
Cash Value

USD 212,138 USD 318,206Non-guaranteed 
Terminal Bonus

Non-guaranteed 
Terminal Bonus

USD 293,621 USD 440,431Total Surrender 
Value

Total Surrender 
Value

Isabelle is a 40-year-old musician, and she takes up ManuGlobal Saver with a single premium of 
USD 200,000 with herself as the policyowner and life insured (see note 1). 

To celebrate Isabelle’s retirement at age 64, she exercises realization option to lock in 10% of 
her policy’s terminal bonus (see notes 3 and 4), of value USD 54,026, and withdraws the 
amount in full to fund her long-awaited cruise trip. 

 
To help achieve these, she makes use of our policy split service (see note 5) at age 65 by 

new policy (‘split policy’, i.e. ‘Policy B’) as the travel fund. 

Based on the split percentage requested by Isabelle, the notional amount, the policy values and 

same as that of Policy A.

Case 2



As Isabelle has exercised realization option before policy split, the aggregate realization percentage of 10% 
under Policy A will be applied to Policy B upon split. As ManuGlobal Saver has a maximum of 50% for aggregate 
realization percentage, Isabelle can still lock in up to 40% of terminal bonus amount under Policy A and Policy 
B individually for her future needs. Later on, she further locks in 10% of the terminal bonus under Policy A and 

Note
1. In the case studies, they assume that:
 a)  Ivy and Isabelle are both non-smoker in good health and currently live in Hong Kong;
 b)   No policy loan is taken out throughout the time period covered in the cases;
 c)   d covered in the cases; and
 d)   e terminal bonus and no  

  withdrawal is made for the time period covered in the cases.

 Case 1 assumes GBP is available at the time of the currency switch. The availability of any policy currency choices is subject to the applicable laws and 
regulations at the relevant time.

 The cases are only for reference. All dollar amounts mentioned in the cases are rounded to the nearest whole number. For your own illustrations, please 
contact your Manulife insurance advisor.

2. For more details on currency switch option including but not limited to conditions of exercising this option and the application requirements, please refer to 

3. The amount of terminal bonus in the cases are only an estimate based on the current bonus projection. The terminal bonus is not guaranteed and is for 
illustrative and example purposes only. The actual terminal bonus amounts we will pay may be lower or higher than those illustrated in the cases. Under 

zero.

5. Policy split is an administrative arrangement and is not part of the plan features. Such application is subject to our prevailing administrative rules which shall 
he application are at our sole 

and absolute discretion. 

Aggregate realization percentage

Before policy split
Isabelle’s Policy (Policy A)

10%

Aggregate realization percentage

% being further realized

Isabelle’s Policy
(Policy A)

10%

10%

20%

Isabelle’s Split Policy
(Policy B)

10%

20%

30%Latest aggregate realization percentage

This leaflet does not form part of the policy and does 
not contain full terms of the policy. Before making a purchase, you should read the policy provisions for the exact terms and conditions 
that apply to this product. You can ask us for a copy. 

and risks. For more information, please contact your Manulife insurance advisor or call our customer service hotline on (852) 2510 3383 (if you are in 
Hong Kong) or (853) 8398 0383 (if you are in Macau). If you have any doubts, please obtain professional advice from independent advisors. 

liability). 

To view our Privacy Policy, you can go to our website at www.manulife.com.hk. You may also ask us not to use your personal information for direct marketing 
purposes by writing to us at the address below.  We will not charge you a fee for this.

Manulife (International) Limited (incorporated in Bermuda with limited liability)
(A subsidiary of Manulife Financial Corporation)
Hong Kong: 22/F, Tower A, Manulife Financial Centre, 223-231 Wai Yip Street, Kwun Tong, Kowloon, Hong Kong
Macau: Avenida De Almeida Ribeiro number 61, Circle Square, 14 andar A, Macau M
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